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Once upon a time there was a lonely Hyena who hid deep
in the heart of the forest. Unfortunately, he was unaware of
being infected by the deadly HI-Virus…But one evening,
he heard music and decided to follow the sounds…
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Nobody noticed when Hyena joined in the dancing. During
that long night of celebration, the animals drank too much
and behaved foolishly…
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So the HI-Virus was transmitted from Hyena to some of
the other animals with whom he had sex…
pink spot on the animals shows who is infected but,
• The
in reality, you cannot see the HI-Virus.
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When the tired friends awoke, they were surprised to find
Hyena among them… He was mocked and told to leave…
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Saddened and cast out by the group, Hyena again hid in
the bushes… But what did he see over there?
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He saw Impala and Zebra crying at the graves of their
dead parents. The poor girls were now orphaned and
Hyena decided to follow them…
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With heavy hearts, Zebra and Impala set out in search of
a new home…
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Hyena stalked the two girls as they began climbing the hill
under the hot sun… But what was Rhino doing?
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On the hill-top, they were startled by Monkey jumping
down from a tree…
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The girls stared in amazement at the destroyed forest
below them… What was Rhino doing?
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Rhino was hard at work, knocking down trees to make
coffins for dead animals…
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Hyena continued to follow the two girls from a distance…
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Tired and still looking for a home, the girls met Aunty
Buffalo whose husband had just died. Many orphans
surrounded her, so the girls left sadly…
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Wearily, the animals continued on their journey…
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Further on, they greeted Mr. Lion and his Leopard friends
but the girls were again turned away…
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The friends were now puzzled and troubled… Zebra was
wondering why so many animals were sick or dying…
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As if on call, Wise Old Owl appeared and strongly advised
them to stay alert—for danger lurked nearby in the grass…
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Yes, there was Hyena—hiding again! So Owl also warned
him before flying off into the dusk…
*ABC: Abstain! Be faithful! use Condoms!
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Soon darkness fell and the friends were still without
shelter…
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But their spirits rose next morning when they arrived
at Uncle Elephant’s home. He looked very tired and
hungry…
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However, the girls did not find any fruit nearby for Uncle
Elephant. But… what was that noise? Hyena now saw his
chance and called out to Impala…
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Without thinking, Impala ran into the bushes after
Hyena… Zebra was very upset!
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Too late! Impala had been tricked by Hyena. She ran out
crying… and she had no fruit for Uncle Elephant…
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Meanwhile, Uncle Elephant was becoming impatient. He
was angry when the girls came back without food.
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Irritated, he demanded a bath! The girls did their best to
please Uncle Elephant but Zebra was suspicious.
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Suddenly Uncle Elephant grabbed poor Impala with his
trunk and pulled her away. Zebra screamed and tugged
hard at his tail… But Uncle Elephant was stronger.
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Zebra was VERY upset by Uncle Elephant’s behaviour.
How could he do such a thing to her friend?!
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Soon after this upsetting event, Uncle Elephant collapsed
and died. As he was a respected leader in the community,
the birds called all the animals to the funeral…
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As all the animals gathered together, Zebra found the
courage to speak up and express her concerns…
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But at the Elephant’s graveside, Zebra’s questions made
the animals feel uncomfortable and they kept arguing all
evening…
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Finally Owl sternly commanded the animals to be silent
and to listen carefully…
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But still the animals had doubts and continued debating
amongst themselves—until Zebra came up with a
solution…
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So the next morning, all the animals began walking
towards the Clinic—except one…
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Nurse Goat welcomed them warmly. She explained all
about the HIV test and answered their questions and
concerns.
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Zebra stepped bravely into the Clinic. She was the first to
be tested. Nurse Goat kept her Clinic very clean and used
a fresh injection needle for each animal.
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Then the uproar began: the results of the tests showed
that some animals were HIV infected (+) and some were
not (-). They became worried and began to withdraw from
one another. So Nurse Goat had to calm them down…
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Nurse Goat spoke kindly to them and all the animals
listened to her. They now understood that they could all
live and work together…
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But Nurse Goat was interrupted by Monkey’s shout. He
had found Hyena hiding in the bushes. Monkey pulled him
by the tail and urged him to return to the Clinic.
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With a long face, Hyena gave his paw to Nurse Goat and
had his HIV test. It was positive (+), which meant he was
infected…
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Ashamed, Hyena slunk away and tried to hide again.
However, Monkey and Zebra soon caught up with Hyena.
They urged him to return to the group, where he would
not be alone. Slowly he agreed to return to the Clinic.
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At last Nurse Goat was able to tell them about the new
Community AIDS Centre and how everyone could live
together. Soon the group began discussing new plans and
singing new songs…
*ABC: Abstain! Be faithful! use Condoms!
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Zebra and Impala volunteered to plant tomatoes, peppers,
egg-plant and sweet potatoes for all the animals, while
Monkey took care of the bananas…
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Is Hyena hiding again? Oh! No! Luckily, he has medical
support, he has a job as a night-watchman at the
Community AIDS Centre and he now lives among
friends…
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Dr. Bingu Wa Mutharika
President of the Republic of Malaŵi
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“My country’s HIV/AIDS prevalence rate is
currently at 14% and we now have appproximately
1.4 million orphans below the age of 18 years, of
whom 50% are due to AIDS. Specifically, AIDS kills
10 Malaŵians every hour, 240 per day, 86,000 to
100,000 annually. This deadly virus adds 70,000
orphans to the orphan pool annually, while nutrition
disorders kill one person every four seconds. “The
Hiding Hyena” highlights the magnitude of this
double tragedy, as well as the imagination and
talents of Malaŵi children in addressing this problem
through animation. The impact of malnutrition and
HIV and AIDS is eroding all the social economic
gains achieved by my country over the past years. If
these remain unchecked — escalating sickness and
poverty will lead to devastating socio-economic
under-development in my country, Malaŵi.
I am therefore inviting individuals, organizations
and development partners within and outside Malaŵi,
as well as all friendly governments, to take heart
and listen to the important messages in “The Hiding
Hyena.” Let us together face the challenging
questions raised by this inspiring little book.
Please join me in this noble fight against malnutrition and HIV and AIDS — in order to promote
health, education and economic well-being for the
future generations of Malaŵi.”

QUESTIONS for DISCUSSION
1. Why was Hyena hiding?
2. Why were the other animals chasing him
away?
3. Is HIV/AIDS something to be ashamed of?
Why? Why not?
4. Is it correct to discriminate and tease HIVinfected ones?
5. Do you know anyone who is HIV-positive
(infected)?
6. Could you speak out about someone in your
family having AIDS?
7. Why were Zebra and Impala crying?
8. How can the community care for AIDS
orphans?
9. Why was Rhino chopping down trees? How
will this affect the environment?
10. What did Owl mean by the letters A-B-C?
11. What is Abstinence?
12. What does it mean to Be faithful?
13. What is a Condom?
14. How did Impala get the HI-Virus?
15. Could she have avoided it? How?
16. Which of the two girls said “Yes” easily,
which girl said “No”?
17. When is it good to say “NO”? Example?
18. Do you know someone who behaves like
Uncle Elephant?
19. Do hugging, dancing and eating together
spread HIV/AIDS?

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Why did Hyena not listen to Owl’s warning?
Zebra was brave. In which ways?
Why did the animals go to the Clinic?
Would you or your family members be
willing to go for an HIV test? Why?
Why not?
Is there any cure for AIDS?
Is there medical support for those with AIDS?
Why did Zebra and Impala start a vegetable
garden at the Community Aids Centre?
Which animal did you like best? Why?
Which animal did you like least? Why?
How does HIV/AIDS spread?
What can we do to stop the
spread of HIV/AIDS?
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FACTS about HIV/AIDS
What is HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus)?
•
•
•
•
•

The HI-Virus is too small to be seen but it is very dangerous. It enters your body from another
person, through unsafe sex (that means without a condom) or via infected blood; via shared
needles, knives and razor blades.
HI-Virus destroys white blood cells that defend your body against other diseases such as
pneumonia, cholera, TB, diarrhea, cancer, malaria, etc.
One single unsafe sexual contact is ENOUGH to pass the HI-Virus!!!
Once the virus infects your body—it will NEVER leave you.
Once infected by HIV, you may not feel or look sick for many years, but you can still infect others!

What Is AIDS (Acquired ImmunoDeficiency Syndrome)?
•
•

This deadly disease can easily develop after the body (immune system) of an HIV positive (+)
person has been weakened by many infections like malaria, T.B., bilharzia etc, a lack of good food
(a poor diet), as well as a misuse of drugs and alcohol.
Over time, you will become weaker and suffer from different diseases. Your immune system (white
blood cells) cannot defend you anymore and this is what we call AIDS. Once you have AIDS, a
disease such as malaria, may finally kill you.

Who Can Get HIV?
•
•
•
•

Men and women having sex without using a fresh condom.
Young girls misused by older men or selling their body for food/cash.
Boys and girls obliged to share tools during initiation ceremonies.
Children: at birth, if the mother was unprotected by the drug NEVIRAPIN.

Who Can Get AIDS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Anyone who is HIV positive.
An HIV positive (+) person who has sex with another HIV positive (+) person.
An HIV positive (+) person whose body (immune system) has been weakened by infections:
malaria, T.B., pneumonia, diarrhea, bilharzia etc.
An HIV positive (+) person not eating nutritious food (a poor diet) and who misuses drugs +
alcohol.
An HIV positive (+) pregnant girl or woman: her body (immune system) is weakened during
pregnancy.
An HIV positive (+) person whose white cell count (“soldier” cells) becomes very low; clinics keep
checks on the white cell or CD4 count.
An HIV positive (+) person who is not taking Anti-RetroViral drugs (ARVs) or adhering to the
prescribed treatment — on time and in the right amounts.
An HIV positive (+) person is at greater risk of catching malaria: sleep under a mosquito net!

How Can I Avoid Getting HIV/AIDS?
Take care with sex:
• Don’t have unprotected sex. Use a condom!
• Girls and women have the right to say “NO” to sex. Boys and men have to respect that!
• Men! Don’t use your physical strength, economic dominance or cultural power as an excuse to
harass vulnerable woman and girls for sex!
• Girls! Study well, report harassment, try to get a job and avoid having sex to survive!
Take care with blood:
• Don’t share knives, razors, needles for injections, toothbrushes or anything that could carry HIV
into your body.
• Be careful when tending the open wounds of others; avoid touching blood!
• Ensure that all blood transfusions are well screened.

What If I think I’m Infected?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be bold, be brave—take a test, then you will know and receive treatment! However, it can take
more than 3 months for the HI-Virus to be discovered through the blood-test.
There are drugs called anti-retroviral (ARV). These slow down the development of the disease but
you will ALWAYS be infectious! These ARV drugs will become available at local clinics and
hospitals, especially for pregnant women.
Eat healthy food such as fruit and vegetables (guava, papaya, bananas, egg-plant, sweet potatoes
and cabbage): these will give you strength to fight against the HI-Virus.
Don’t infect others!! Practice safe sex by using a condom — tell your partner! Who will take care of
you, your family, children of this country, if you pass the virus to young girls and boys today???
Don’t hide like Hyena! Don’t be ashamed! The more people speak out about HIV-AIDS, and talk
together, the less it will spread.
If you become pregnant, seek the drug NEVIRAPIN, to avoid infecting your baby.
You can NEVER get rid of HIV. There is NO cure for AIDS: no medicines, no rituals,
no sexual behavior, no prayers. SO DON’T INFECT OTHERS!

How Can We Live Together?
You CANNOT get HIV/AIDS:
•
•
•
•
•

Through daily contacts such as eating, talking, shaking hands, hugging,
dancing with an infected person.
From toilets or water pools.
By coughing and sneezing.
From an insect or animal bite.
This means we can live quite normally together — whether infected or not.

How Can We Stop Spreading HIV-AIDS?
•
•
•

STOP discrimination against those who are HIV-positive, so they don’t have to hide and we can
live openly and help one another.
Support those who are HIV-positive (+): take care of them — especially the orphans!
BREAK THE SILENCE! SPEAK OUT!
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The story of HIDING HYENA emerged from a workshop in Feb. 2004 entitled “AIDS
and the Environment: a course in drawing and drama” with a group of 15 children at
Namazizi Primary School, Chirombo Bay, Malaŵi. Many of the children were orphaned
by AIDS and they hope that this book will help prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS, while
stimulating further discussion among children, parents and educators.

Creating Hiding Hyena at Namazizi Primary School.
Thanks to: Namazizi Primary School; students Pearson Zauwa; Loveness Lemani; Rose Chitenje; Etricie Banda; Emily Dulani; Limbani
Moyenda; Zione Saizi; Friday Lameck; Agness Jedengwa; Emmanuel
Katole; Michael Chifaka; Leonard Nkhoma; Erick Shadreck; Abel James;
Rhoda George; Headmaster Mr. J. Gumbala; Teachers Ms. R. Ntenda &
Mr. L. Ntalika; Education Inspector, Monkey Bay Mr. J. Billiat; Director of
Malaŵ i Children’s Village (MCV), Mr. C. Sibale; University of Maryland
Center for Environmental Science, USA Prof. Dr. K. McKaye; Chief Milika
Chirombo; Mr. J. Mponda & Mr. R. Kandango of HEEED-Malaŵ i; Fr.
Claude Boucher, of Mua Mission; Dr. Mary Shawa, Principal Secretary
for Nutrition, HIV and AIDS, Office of the President & Cabinet.
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E-Mail: ecoart@yahoo.com • Web-site: www.ecoart.org
“The children are the future of Malaŵi and their artistic talents have provided a dramatic way of addressing the scourge of
HIV and AIDS. Not only do they capture the attention of their elders, but also that of the world.” Dr. Mary Shawa, Principal
Secretary for Nutrition, HIV and AIDS, Office of the President & Cabinet.
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